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Down to You

Ruin

Posted on 11 January 2019 By Kate Proctor
Armed And DangerousDaniel Blake Was One Angry Man In An
Attempt To Redress An Old Wrong, His Grandmother S
Ludicrous Will Had Left Half The Family Business And Half The
House To Jane MarleyNot Only Had The Blakes And Marleys
Been Enemies Since Their Grandfather S Time, Jane Was
One Of Daniel S Employees The Only One Who D Ever
Tempted Him To Reconsider His Rule About Dating Female
StaffNow, Come Hell Or High Water, He Was Going To Get
Her Out Of His Business, Out Of His House In Fact, There
Was Only One Place He Wanted Ms Marley And That Was His
Bed
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RE Contract to Love Kate Proctor continues the martyred
h trope for June of 1994, but she gives us a really great
dog bonus with an adorably inquisitive and very doggily
dashing Golden Retriever named Flynn which is about
the only thing that redeems the surly, slime sipping
nematode H, cause Flynn is his dog and if Flynn likes him
he can t be all that bad I think Anyhows, our sweet little
TSTL h is a personnel officer at the H s huge, gigantic
mega corporation company the H s grandmother, who
used to be engaged to the h s grandfather before she
dumped him and married the H s grandfather felt that the
h s family had been greatly financially wronged in the
feud between the two men 30 years earlier, so she left
the h half of everything when she died.The h and H have
a bit of history The h was only 19 and using a different
last name than her grandfather s when she went to
interview for jobs She was offered three different ones,
but the H s company paid the most and had the best
prospects, so she went to work there.That is her official
story and she is sticking to it, but really she met the H in
the elevator and fell head over heels for his boorish
tycoon charms and so she worked there for six years and
even got in a roofie kiss under the mistletoe at a
company Christmas party one year, before she got news
of her big inheritance.The H is of course furious over the
whole situation and calls the h a jumped up little typist ,
which is about the mildest terms he uses Nevertheless,
the h finds herself without a flat, so she moves into her
half of the H s family home Flynn is delighted to see her,
even tho the H s lady buffet samples are not, and good
times are had as the h and Flynn make friends The H
throws in major roofie kisses anytime the h disagrees
with him, while vowing to make her life miserable The h
also stupidly agrees to redo his kitchen and slave over a
hot stove for him, as his domestic staff have pretty much
abandoned him due to the unfinished state of his kitchen
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We also get told of an endless parade of the H s lady
buffet samples stopping over, sometimes the h even
makes them tea In between the roofie kissing moments,
the H is an utter toe rag, as HP H s are wont to be The h,
whose human BFF is her secretary, has to deal with a
toxic employee and the H does little to back her up even
tho the staff of the woman s area are continually quitting
because she is so awful We find out later that the woman
s cousin is the H s OW.Even tho the h eventually allows
her self to be bullied into signing over control of her
executive share powers to the H to keep her from
interfering in the company s management, he still thinks
she is out to sabotage him Mainly cause in the middle of
one of his regularly scheduled beratements of the h, she
threatens to expose his nastiness to the press Eventually
the H and h become lovers, but the H is still slurping up
nematode slime sewage whenever he gets the chance
He shacks up with the OW on a supposed business trip
and taunts the h that he will sleep with someone else on
a regular basis The only respite from the whole tawdry
scenario is Flynn, who doesn t like people being upset or
angry tones of voices from his people, so he gets his little
teddy bear and cuddles it and the h The H also tells the h
that she will walk away rather than continue to be
humiliated once he has had his fill of sleeping with her
and he will get his home and his business back The h is
infected with Treacherous Body Syndrome tho, and can t
bring herself to dump the H There is a little investigation
into the H s grandmother s diaries about the big feud and
essentially it boils down to everyone being huge slime
slurper blobfish pustules and behaving badly When a
news article appears that purports to be direct quotes
from the h about how she will be making changes at the
company, irregardless of the H and his policies, the H
loses his mind and goes ballistic There is a big fight and
then angry lurve clubbings which happen off page In fact
a big problem with this book, as with the last KP book, is
too much happens off page and is told in a conversation

in retrospect, so we don t see the events as they happen
and it leads to a really boring middle six chapters of the
book The h finally picks herself off the floor and quits her
job and goes off on her own to find a way to remove the
track marks running down her back Her old work BFF
then berates her for not calling her for two weeks after
she left and continues her mission to pimp the h out to
the H by bringing the H to the BFF h reunion at a local
cafe.The H, who knows he really doesn t deserve another
chance, sends Flynn in to go lay adoringly on the h s feet
and entice the h back to the H s house Really the H had
no choice, cause Flynn ran away in protest over the h s
leaving and it took the H all day to find him Back at the H
s house, we find out that the h s problem worker cousin
of the H s OW, whom he supposedly did NOT sleep with
on his business trip, she was just at the same place he
was at the same time and he had priorly said she could
use his place there, was eavesdropping on the H and h
and her conversations with the work BFF and made up a
bunch of quotes to give to the newspapers.The H finally
fired the problem cousin and then pined and lost weight
when the h walked out on him He says he plans to give
the house over to the h, but she doesn t want it The H
claims he loves her and is sorry for being so horrible, but
he really wants her to marry him The h finally realizes
that the only way she is ever going to get full
guardianship of Flynn is to marry the H and hopefully
arrange for a fatal accident, okay, I made up the fatal
accident part, but she says she loves the H back and we
leave the h drinking the Kool Aid and planning the
wedding for another dubious HEA Flynn saved this book,
his doggie style was great and he was very lovable The h
was okay, her BFF and her pimp out moves needed a
toilet seat to the head and the H probably should have
been flushed back down the sewer pipe The H
supposedly has this tragic childhood to explain all of his
nematodeness, but really, it was very mediocre and
combined with the big denouements all happening off

page well you could do better for an HP outing.
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I had to admit at times I found this book terribly boring but
it shaped up okay The hero and heroine were both left
half a house and business in a will The hero did his best
to get the heroine out of the house and business only to
fall in love with her and accuse her of many corrupt things
when she didn t do it When the heroine was confronted
her heart was broken as she d been in love with the hero
since she was nineteen So the heroine left, only for the
hero to find out he d been wrong about her and begged
profusely to have her back.
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